
Rhetoric

Feb. 22-26, 2021

Weekly objective: Finish the documentary Waiting for Superman, watch updates to the
documentary, read reviews on the film, and discuss the film in small groups and as a full class.

Monday--Hybrid (meet on Zoom and face-to-face)
● Go over the agenda
● Finish watching Waiting for Superman
● Watch a short follow up video to Waiting for Superman

Homework: Read the reviews of Waiting for Superman
posted in Google Classroom under the Waiting for
Superman Assignments folder and answer the questions
that accompany the reviews. This is due by class time
Wednesday!

Tuesday--Hybrid (meet on Zoom and face-to-face)
● Discuss Waiting for Superman--be prepared to speak! I plan on using my app to ensure

that I can hear people speak and participate, whether you are in person or on the Zoom.
Homework: Read the reviews of Waiting for Superman
posted in Google Classroom under the Waiting for
Superman Assignments folder and answer the questions
that accompany the reviews. This is due by class time
tomorrow!

Wednesday--Remote learning day for everyone!
● Break into random groups and discuss your answers from yesterday’s assignment and the

movie itself.

Thursday--Hybrid (meet on Zoom and face-to-face)
● Finish up discussing Waiting for Superman, again being prepared to speak.

Homework: Read “Still Separate, Still Unequal” on pages
170-187 in Rereading America; be prepared for a quiz on
Monday.

Friday--No School Teacher Institute Day

Homework: Read “Still Separate, Still Unequal” on pages
170-187 in Rereading America; be prepared for a quiz on
Monday.
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1. Be open to opposing opinions
2. The disagreement should end with what the person is arguing about, but it should not

extend to personal attacks.
3. Letting one person talk at a time.
4. All participants should be focused.
5. Only speak relative to the question asked.
6. No judgements
7. Give people a chance to talk
8. Allow time to formulate thoughts on a person’s question or response.
9. Come prepared to class to answer and ask questions.
10. Be respectful of everyone’s opinion.
11. Allow room for ignorance.
12. Use what may come across as insensitive to others as an opportunity to educate.
13. Be understanding of people who aren’t used to speaking in front of a big group and be

patient.
14. Keep cameras on when discussing.


